
SOME IMPLICATIONS OF SEMI-1-CONNECTEDNESS1

ROBERT L. PLUNKETT

A topological space X is said to be semi-re-connected at a point

xGA" provided there exists an open set U containing x such that every

Cech re-cycle on a compact subset of U bounds on X. (If X is regular,

"a compact subset of" may be omitted.) If X is semi-re-connected at

every point, then X is said to be semi-w-connected [l].2 As shown in

[l], if a space has a finite 1-dimensional Betti number, it is semi-1-

connected, but the converse is not true. The purpose of this article

is to prove certain "point set" properties implied by the hypothesis

that the space is semi-1-connected.

In what follows it is assumed that A" is a separable metric space.

The coefficient group will be a field F.

Theorem I. If a continuum X is semi-l-connected at xGA", then

there exists an open set V containing x such that, if Q is a region (con-

nected open set) with QC.V, then no continuum in V—Q intersects two

components of F(Q). (F(Q) shall mean Q — Q for any open set Q)

Proof. Let V be an open set such that xGF and every Cech

1-cycle on V bounds on X. Suppose Q is a region with QdV and that

K is a continuum in V—Q which intersects two components Hi and

H2 of F(Q). Let x^Hi-K and y(7£H2K and let U be an open set

such that K + QQUCIUCIV. The set {x} + {y} generates a nonzero

element w of the reduced zero dimensional group, HQ(F(Q)), since x

and y belong to different components of F(Q).

Consider the portion of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the triad

(U;U-Q,Q):

Lhi(U) -i H0(F(Q)) -» H0(Q)® H0(U - Q).

The image of w under A is obtained as follows: if *i: F(Q)—>Q and

i2: F(Q)—*U — Q are inclusion mappings, then h(w) = (ii*(w), i2*(w))

G#o(© ®Ho(U — Q). Since Q is connected, ii*(w) =0, and since both

x and y are in the same component of U—Q, i2*(w) =0. Therefore, w
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is in the kernel of h and, by exactness, there exists a z(E.HiiU) such

that giz) — w.

Consider now the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the triad (A; X

-Q, Q). If j: (U; U-Q, Q)->iX; X-Q, Q) is inclusion, then j in-
duces a homomorphism of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of

(U; U-Q, Q) into that of (A; X-Q, Q). By the definition of such a

homomorphism, we have commutativity in the diagram below.

g' _
-► HiiX) ^ HoiFiQ)) -> HoiQ) ® HB(X - Q)

j* U | F(Q))*
->Hi(U)^S0(F(Q))-*---

Since every Cech 1-cycle on U bounds on X, j*(z) =0; hence, g'j*(z)

= 0. But g'j*(z) = (j\F(Q))*g(z)=w, since (j\ F(0)* is the identity,
and w^O. This contradiction implies the theorem is true.

A space X is said to be locally peripherally connected at xGA pro-

vided that for every open set P containing x there exists an open set

M containing x and contained in P such that F(M) is connected. A

point xGA" is a local separating point if V— \x\ is not connected

for some open connected set V containing x. The next theorem

proves a relation between these concepts.

Theorem 2. If X is a locally connected continuum which is semi-1-

connected at a nonlocal separating point xGA, then X is locally periph-

erally connected at x.

Proof. Let U be an open set such that xGc7 and every Cech

1-cycle on U bounds on X. If X is not locally peripherally connected

at x, then there exists an open set M containing x and contained in

U such that no open set contained in M and containing x has a

connected boundary. M may be taken to have property S [2, p. 22,

§15.43], to be connected, and to be such that MCZU. For each

positive integer i, let P,- be a region such that x(E.Ri, diam (R{)

:g(l/(/+l))p(x, F(M)), and POP,+i.
Let yG-M"—Pi- That every arc xy in U has its last point, in the

order x to y, in Rt, in the same component Hi of FiRi), for each i, is

implied by Theorem 1. Hence, for each i, Hi separates x from y in U

and, therefore, Hi separates x from y in M. Let J,- be the com-

ponent of M — Hi containing x. Since .ff";+iCP;CA;, for each i, it is

true that A",+iCA\- (see [2, p. 42]). The collection {X{} then forms a

decreasing sequence: JiDJjD^sD • • • .

Suppose that, for some i, XtCLM. Then, since A,- is open and since

FiXi)=Hi, which is connected, the selection of M is contradicted.
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Hence, for each i, Xi-F(M)^0. Select now a sequence of points {x;}

such that XjGAj, as follows: (1) Choose Xi from Xi-F(M). (2) li

XiGA"2, then let x2 = Xi; otherwise, let x2 be any point in X2-F(M).

(3) Supposing Xi has been chosen, choose x1+i = x,-, if x,GAi+i, or

choose xi+i(~:Xi+i- F(M), if x,GAi4i. Suppose that the sequence re-

sulting is infinite. Let x be a limit point of {x;}, and let {x,n} be a

subsequence such that if p<q, then ip<iq and x.^x,- and such that

x,-B—>x as re—>oo. Since F(M) is compact, xEF(M), and, since M is

locally connected [2, p. 20, §15.3], there exists a connected set A7, open

in M, containing x and not intersecting R\. Let x,- and Xi , where p<q,

be two points of {xin\ ■ N. NCZM — H^ and xt GA; therefore,

NCXiqCXiq^C ■ ■ ■ CXip+1CXip. Since XipeNCXip+1, it is true
that xip+i=Xip, and since x^+iGACA^-kj, xip+2 = xip+i, etc. Thus,

Xi =Xip, which is a contradiction.

Therefore all but a finite number of elements of the sequence {x,}

are equal. Let I he a positive integer such that i^I and j^I imply

Xi = Xj. Call this point x. Since x is not a local separating point, M

— {x} is connected. Let, then, xy be an arc joining x to y in M— {x}.

There exists a positive integer / such that i'SiJ implies Ri-xy = 0.

Let xx be an arc in Z,-, for i0 = max (/, J). Let zi be the first point of

xx-F(Ri), in the order x to x (then ZiG^'c obviously) and let z2 be

the last point of xyF(Rio), in the order x to y. Then z2EHio. The

continuum Zix+xy-\-yz2(ZM — Ri0(ZU — Ri0 and intersects two dif-

ferent components of F(Rt), which contradicts the preceding theo-

rem.

Therefore, X is locally peripherally connected at x.

Theorem 3. // X is a locally connected continuum which is semi-1-

connected at a nonlocal separating point xGA", then there exist arbi-

trarily small open sets V containing x such that, if Q is any region con-

tained in V, then there exists a component C of F(Q) such that the com-

ponent of X — C containing Q is contained in V.

Proof. Let U he an open set containing x and such that every

Cech 1-cycle on U bounds on X. We may take U to be connected.

By Theorem 2, there exist arbitrarily small open sets containing x

and having connected boundaries. Let V be any one of these such

that VQU. Suppose Q is any open connected set contained in V.

Let pv be any arc in U joining pG<2 to vEF(V). Let C be the com-

ponent of F(Q) such that the last point z of F(Q) -pv, in the order p

to v, lies in C. Theorem 1 implies that every arc joining p to v has its

last point in F(Q), in the order p to v, in C. Since Q is arcwise con-

nected and F(V) is connected, the same statement may be made for
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any arc in U joining a point of Q to a point of F(V).

Let Z be the component of X — C containing Q. If Z is not contained

in V, then Z- F(V)^0 and, Z being arcwise connected, there exists

an arc pv in Z, connecting a point p(EQ to n£Z- F(V). Therefore,

£d C = 0. Let z>' be the first point, in the order p to v, of pv-F(V).

Then />z/'CFCc7 and pv'C^O. This contradiction implies ZCF.

Theorem 4. If T is a compact totally disconnected set in a locally

connected continuum X such that no point of T is a local separating

point of X and X is semi-1-connected at each x£zT, and if e is a positive

number, then there exists a finite open covering \Yi, Y2, ■ ■ • , Yi] of

T such that (1) diam (Y() <e,for each i, (2) P( Yt) is connected, for each

i, and (3) Yt- 7, = 0, if i^j.

Proof. Let { Ux\ xG P} be an open covering of T such that for each

x(E.T, every Cech 1-cycle on Ux bounds on X. By Theorem 2, there

exists, for each x(£T, an open set Vx such that (1) VX(Z Ux, (2) F(VX)

is connected, and (3) diam iVx) <e. Let { Vi, V2, • • ■ , Vn\ be a finite

subcover of the covering {FxIxGP}. Since P is compact, there

exists a positive number d such that every subset Q of X with

diam iQ)<d and Q- Tt^O is contained in Vj, for some jGJl, • • •,«}•

Cover P with connected open sets Wi, W2, • • • such that diam (Wi)

<d, for each i, and WfWj = 0, if i^j. Then, given any Wi, there

exists ajG{l, • • • , n) such that WiQVj. Let { Wu ■ ■ ■ , Wp) be

a finite subcover (renumbered). Further, let Xi, • • • , x„ be points of

T such that £/*,0 F,-, for each t'GJl, ••■,«}, and, for each i

G {1, • • • , p}, let ki be the smallest integer in {1 ,•••,«} such that

J4tDJF»- Choose the component d of F(W;) as in the proof of

Theorem 3 using a point »*iGP(FJt>.) so that the component Zj of

X—d containing IF,- is contained in F^. (Actually, Zi(ZVki, here.)

There exist at most p Zi's.

(i) If iy^j, then either Zi-Zj — 0, or Z{2)Zj, or ZjZ)Zi.

Proof. Suppose Z.-Z^O. If ZrCy = 0, then Z.CZy, and if Zj-d
= 0, ZjCZi. If neither is true, then both ZtCj and Zj-d are not

empty. Since WiQX—Cj and has a boundary point in Z;, which is

open, ZyW^O and WiCZj. Similarly, WjCZi. Let pGW{ and
<?GWy. Let £<? be an arc in Z< and let y be the last point of (pq)

■ F(Wi), in the order p to q. Then y£:Zi, hence yGC;. Let C/ be the

component of F(W%) containing y. Let pvki be an arc in UXki and let

x be the last point of (pvki) ■ F(Wi), in the order p to vki. Then xGC

Let qvki be an arc in UXki and let the last point of qvt{ in F(Wj), in

the order q to z>*,., be z. If (vkiz) ■ Wi = 0, then K = xvki+Vkiz-\-Wj+qy

is a continuum in UXki containing points in two different components
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d and Ci of F(W), contradicting Theorem 1. If (vkiz) ■ PF.-^O, let w

be the last point of (vkiz) ■ F(W), in the order vki to z. If w$C', then

wz-\-Wj-\-qy provides the same contradiction as above.

If wGC', then consider two cases:

Case 1, ki = kj. In this case observe that zGC, and, since both p

and q belong to Zj, there exists an arc (pq)' in Z,. Let t be the last

point of (pq)'-F(Wj), in the order q to p. Let Cj be the component

of F(W) containing t. Since t£.Zj and ZjCj = 0, Cj t^Cj. Then

zwCUXk-Wj, tpCUXk-W,; and WiCUXki-Wj. Therefore, zw+Wi

-\-tp is a continuum in UXki — Wj containing points in two components

Cj and Cj of F(W), contradicting Theorem 1.

Case 2, ki^kj (suppose ki<k). In this case, we have WjCVki but

Wj(\_ Vki (f°r> 'f ^ were, then in the selection of Cj the point vki

would have been used; that is, then &,= &,). Hence Wj-F(Vk/)9^0.

Let xvki and pq be as above. Then xvkiC.UXki — Wi, F(Vk)CZUXki

-Wi,WjC UXk-Wi, and gyC UXki- Wi. The continuum xvki + F(Vk)

+ Wj-\-qy is contained in UXk.— Wi and intersects two different com-

ponents, C, and d, of F(I/F,), contradicting Theorem 1.

Therefore, if i^j, then either Z;Zy = 0, or Z;CZy, or ZyCZ;.

Now let Fi be the sum of all Zi such that Z,Zi?^0. Let &2 be the

smallest integer such that Zki- Fi = 0. Let Y2 be the sum of all Z,

such that Zi-Zk^0. Continuing in this way, if Yi has been defined,

let ki+i be the smallest integer such that Zki+l- (Ft + F2+ • • • + Y)

= 0, and let Yi+i be the sum of all Zj such that ZyZj^T^O. Let

{ Fi, Y2, ■ ■ ■ , Yi\ be the collection thus obtained. Each Yt, i

G {1, • • • , l), is a connected open set.

(ii) If i9*j, then Yr F, = 0.
Proof. Suppose *</. If Ft- Yj^O, let pGYi- Yj. Then there exists

a Zi such that pEZk and ZftZ^^O, and a Z„ such that p(£Zm and

ZmZAy5^0. Therefore Z4Zm^0 and either (1) ZkCZZm or (2) Zm<ZZk.

In case (1), Zm-Z^0, so ZmC F,C Za^r' Y°- But then Zkj

■ Z«=i_1 Fa^O, which is a contradiction. In case (2), ZmCF< also,

since Zm(ZZk and Z*C F,-, giving the same contradiction.

(iii) For each i, there exists a k such that Yi = Zk and a j such that

YiCVj.
Proof. Observe that there is a k such that Zk = Y{, for each i, for

if Zki9^ Yi, then there is a point pG Yi — Zki and there is a/i such that

ZjlZki7±0 and pGZy,. Therefore ZJiZ)Zki properly. If Zjl9^ Yt, then

there is a j2 such that Zy,DZ;i properly. But this process must stop

since there are only a finite number of the Z's. Hence, there is a k

such that Z*= Y(, for each i. That there is a j such that F^C Vj is

obvious.
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The   collection   { Y%, • • • , Yi}   satisfies   the   conclusion   of   the

theorem, since

(1) For each i, there exists aj such that FjC Vj, so that diam (F,)

gdiam (V,)<e.

(2) For each i, there exists a k such that Yi = Zk, so that F(Y{)

= F(Zk) = Ck is connected.

(3) YiYj = 0, if i^j.
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